
NO NEEDLE
FINGER LOOP KNIT

MATERIALS:

      Jumbo 7 Loop Yarn

     Scissors

     Measuring Tape

* NOTE: No knitting needles are required for the following knitting patterns. Right side of project is always facing up while knitting, and is worked in alternating 
directions with no turning of work required. Avoid loops from twisting and make sure not to skip any loops.

HOW TO KNIT: HOW TO BIND OFF:

Lay loops �at, facing up, in the width of your project. This is your base row (Cast 
On). Working right to left, back to front, thread the next loop in sequence 
through the last loop of the base row, pulling the loop towards you. Continue 
until you have worked your way to the left. Continue alternating directions.

Knit the next 2 loops as you would. Thread the second loop into the �rst loop, 
from front to back, pulling the loop away from you. Knit the third loop, and 
continue this sequence until all stitches have been secured. Cut the last loop to 
create a yarn tail. Tie a knot and weave in all ends.

Reusable Mop Pads 1 ball of yarn is required for this project.

With yarn, measure the mop’s width, 
then add 6” (15cm). This is your base 
row (Cast On).

Knit each row until length measures 
the mop’s depth. Bind o� and 
weave in all ends. 

With right side facing up, fold each 
ends over 3” (7.5cm).

Cut open excess loops to create a 
strand of yarn, and weave together 
edges on all 4 sides. Flip inside out.

Keep botton surface �at OR add 
loops for added mop texture. Weave  
loops through stitches of each row.

Tie a knot on both ends and weave 
in any loose ends.

Cleaning Mittens 1 ball of yarn is required for this project.

Cu�: Cast On 14 loops. Knit 3 rows. 
Bind o�. Fold in half lengthwise, and 
with tail end weave edges together. 

Mitt: With yarn, measure 14” 
(35.5cm). Knit each row till desired 
length. Bind o�. 

With right sides together, fold in half 
lengthwise. With tail end, weave top 
and side edges together.

Cut open excess loops to create a 
strand of yarn. Weave bottom edge 
of mitt. Pull to gather in. Right sides 
together, insert cu� inside mitt and 
weave edges together. Tie a knot and 
weave in loose ends. Turn inside out. 

Add loops on one side only. Weave  
loops through stitches of each row 
until you reach the cu�.

Use loop side for dusting and �at 
side to wipe o� �at surfaces.
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